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Note: Attempt all the five questions. One question
from each unit is compulsory. All questions
carry equal marks.
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1. 
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What do you mean by Customs Duty? Write nature
and types of Customs Duty in India.

/OR
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An importer has imported raw material from America
at a FOB cost of 50,000 dollars, others details are as
follows.

1 - Goods were packed for which packing
charges were charged 5000 Dollars

2 - Goods were stuffed in returnable container.
Price of container is 2000 Dollars

3 - Insurance charges 250 Dollars

4 - Sea freight charges 4000 Dollars

5 - Importer had paid commission to broker in
America who arranged the transaction 500 Dollars

6 - Rate of exchange 1 Dollar = `60

7 - Basic Customs Duty 10%

8 - Rate of Integrated Tax U/S 3(7) of
CTA 1975 12%

9 - Ignore GST compensation cess, find the customs duty
payable.
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2. 



Mention the provisions relating to sale of intoxicants
under C.G. Excise Act.

/OR
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The following intoxicants were issued to a dealer of
intoxicants from Bilaspur warehouse in the month of
June 2021.

1. Bhang auctioned for consumers 15 kg

2. Gin (Rate ̀ 1600 per case) 450 proof litre

3. Cordial (Rate ̀ 2700 per proof litre)225 proof litre

4. Rum to military organisation 150 proof litre

5. Brandy (Rate ̀ 2300 per proof litre) 600 proof litre

6. Whisky to military organisation 75 proof litre

7. Spiced country liquor 300 proof litre

Calculate the amount of excise duty payable by this
dealer under C.G. Excise Act.

3/Unit - 3

3. 

Explain the structure and functions of GST Council.

/OR
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A 

B 

Write short notes on:

(A) Concept of GST

(B) Goods v/s Services

4/Unit - 4

4.         



What are the benefits of registration under GST laws?
What are the types of registration under GST? Explain
in details.

/OR





What is E. Way Bill? Who is responsible for its gen-
eration with necessary information therein?
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5. 

What are the various returns prescribed under GST
Laws?

/OR
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Gupta Transport company (Registered) furnished the
following information for the month Dec - 2021.

Tax Paid

1. Computer used for office 27,800

2. Truck used for transportation of goods 1,08,000

3. Motorcar used for business purposes 35,400

4. Stores and Lubricant obtained from the unregis-
tered supplier on which tax has been paid by Janta
Transport on reverse charge basis 6,800

5. Capital Goods purchased on which depreciation
has been taken on full value including input tax
thereon 85,000

6. Spare parts purchased from supplier who opted
composition scheme and the composite tax has
not been charged -

Total GST payable for December ` 2,50,000
Calculate allowable Input Tax credit and tax payable.


